Analysis of relative positions of ribonucleotide bases in a crystal structure of ribosome.
Relative positions of bases to bases in a crystal structure of ribosome were analyzed extensively. It was found that there is no clear relation between bases apart more than 15 A and, thus, the relative location of bases can be analyzed within 15 A of the reference bases. As for base pairing, major positioning was found to be due to the Watson-Crick type base pairs. Some other positions corresponding to non-Watson-Crick type base pairs were also found in some extents. As for base-base stacking, it was observed that the bases stacked to adenine base are dispersive. It was found that less non-Watson-Crick base pairs was found close to the protein binding site, suggesting that the protein components have a tendency to bind to the regular stem structures. The database of relative location of bases must be useful for improvement of structural determination and structural modeling systems.